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The major world religions and their beliefs about God. Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, and New Age Spirituality By Marilyn Adamson. We all want to make it through life with success, some sense that we did it right. So what about the major world religions? Is there anything in them that might give our lives greater depth and direction? The following looks at the major world religions Hinduism, New Age Spirituality, Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity. Other major religions, such as Judaism, could be discussed, but for brevity, we have chosen these. Hinduism and its beliefs. Most Hindus worship one Being of ultimate oneness (Brahman) through infinite representations of gods and goddesses. On the other side of the world, Anders Behring Breivik slaughtered 77 Norwegians. Breivik seems to have seen his murderous spree as a way of getting rid of Muslims, yet his 1,500-page manifesto revealed, at best, a weak attachment to religious belief. To Breivik, Christianity seems important mainly because he sees it as white. Breivik, like the devoutly religious Taliban, also appears to feel no shame. In other words, human beings are generally only prepared to fight and kill in the name of something. It can be a god, but it can also be a political philosophy like nazism or communism. Many fight for patriotism: for country, tribe or race. Some kill because they're psychologically disturbed, but none so far in the name of atheism.